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A Geophysical Survey at Housesteads Roman Fort, April 2003

J. Alan Biggins and David J. A. Taylor

SUMMARY fort. His report, published in Archaeologia
Aeliana, was a model of its period and was

A geophysical survey was carried out at the unusual for its time in that it included plans
Roman fort of Housesteads using magnetometry and detailed drawings prepared by an architect.
and resistivity techniques. The survey has identi- He also excavated the mithraeum to the south
fied field systems to the west of the fort and an of the fort, which had previously been exam-
area of settlement to the south enclosed by ined by Hodgson in 1822 (Bosanquet 1904,
ditches and the Vallum. A possible bath-house 206).
has also been identified. The authors consider F. G. Simpson subsequently excavated the
that the planning arrangements reflect a decision north-west and north-east angles of the fort inby the military to designate land use around the 1909, followed by the south-east corner andfort. latrines in 1911–1912 (Simpson 1976) and later

the north gate (Collingwood and Taylor 1931,
218). E. Birley et al excavated the fort ditches

INTRODUCTION and part of the vicus in the early 1930’s (Birley
et al 1933; 1934; 1935), and D. J. Smith (1968)

TimeScape Research Surveys carried out explored the eastern part of the principia in
an archaeological survey of areas to the 1954. J. Wilkes (1960; 1961) excavated barrackwest and south of the fort, centred on block 14 in 1959–60 and building 15 in 1961,NY 790 687, in March 2003. The survey was and, with D. Charlesworth (1975, 17–42), thecommissioned by English Heritage to supple-

commanding officer’s house during 1967–1969.ment the Fort Management Plan. In particular
Charlesworth (1976, 17–30) later explored thethe site investigation was designed to identify
hospital in 1969–1973. Extensive investigationwhether the footpaths leading to the fort were
was also carried out by C. M. Daniels and J. P.possibly damaging archaeological deposits.
Gillam between 1974–1980 in the north-eastThe survey, covering a total of 7 hectares, used
corner of the fort, but the report of theseboth magnetometry and resistivity techniques.
excavations is still awaited. More recently, J. G.The fort of Housesteads is situated on the
Crow (1988, 16–124) excavated the north wallcentral sector of Hadrian’s Wall, on the Whin
to the east of the north gate. An interpretativeSill Ridge, with the Wall curtain to each side
topographical and earthwork survey was com-being built to the narrow gauge. The fort was
pleted by the RCHME in recent years whichwell known to the early antiquarians and some
has proven invaluable in understanding theeighteenth-century visitors included Gordon,
general topography of the site.Stukeley and Horsley (Birley 1961, 180). John

The fort is one of the few on the Wall to faceClayton bought the site in 1838 and excavated
east, and it could be that access through theregularly during the following twenty years;
north gate was difficult. Later the usualthis work has been summarised by Bosanquet
approach to the fort from the north, bearing in(1904, 202–3). Little further excavation was
mind the escarpment, would have been via theundertaken until 1898 when R. C. Bosanquet

(1904) carried out extensive work within the gate at Knag Burn, some short distance to the
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Fig. 1 Housesteads – survey overview, indicating earthwork features.
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east. The area of the fort is just over 5 acres (2 metres depth within the valley. The presence of
the Whin Sill outcrop has significant implica-hectares) and it was built to house a cohors

milliaria peditata. There is evidence that the tions for magnetometry survey, which is
severely affected by the magnetic characteristicsfort was occupied by the cohors I Tungrorum

and later also by the numerus Hnaudifridi and of this igneous rock.
cuneus Frisiorum.

Although much is known about the fort
itself, being the most completely excavated SURVEY RESULTS AND
example on the Wall, very little is known of the INTERPRETATION
extent and nature of the surrounding vicus.

To put the surveys in perspective, the data was
overlaid on the archaeological feature map to
give an indication of the relationship with theLOCATION OF THE SURVEY AND

GEOLOGY known archaeology (fig. 1). Figure 2 is an
enlarged plot of the magnetometry and resist-
ance overview. The data from these plots wasThe survey was centred upon NY 790 687,

240–70 m above O.D. on land presently used used to identify anomalies and produce an
anomaly plan of the area (fig. 3). The anomaliesfor periodic grazing. The survey area was

located west and south-east of the fort to are numbered on the plan and feature in the
text below as bracketed bold numbers. Anyencompass the major access routes presently

used by the public. As can be seen from the anomaly plan must be considered subjective
and for this reason the plan is not an interpret-O.S. map of 1856, the field boundaries have

remained essentially unchanged, although ative representation, although some features
can be described with a degree of certainty.some intermediate boundaries have been

removed and new fencing has been erected in The Whin Sill ridge was seen to distort the
magnetic response to the west of the fort. It isplaces. The farm at Housesteads is not yet

shown on this early map. Within some of the probable that outcropping rock has been
broken up in the past and reused in forming thepresent fields the remains of these earlier,

probably Roman, small intermediate boundar- retaining walls and boundaries of the small
field enclosures which make up the greater parties are still extant as earthworks, together with

some elements of possible later ridge and of this area (1). The series of fields follow the
slope and have conjoining low field boundaries.furrow. Prominent terraces are visible to the

south of the fort, and Roman management of There is evidence of buildings within some
enclosures (2). These fields are of varying size,the land has been confirmed by excavation

(Crow 1995, 74). All of these features confuse with their long dimensions generally running
roughly east-west along the slope of the ground.the picture on the ground and may perhaps

explain the disparity in agreeing on a uniform However, to the north of the road leading from
the west gate of the fort (3), where the groundinterpretation of the site.

The underlying solid geology for this section is flatter, they run up and down the slope and
are of regular widths; here they almost certainlyof Hadrian’s Wall is complex and comprises

igneous Whin Sill in the vicinity of the fort at enclose buildings. These linear features may
represent property boundaries as seen along-the highest point of the escarpment. This

extends some 60m south of the fort, where it side the road leading south out of the fort of
Halton Chesters (Taylor et al 2000, 40). Thechanges to a band of limestone. Further

downslope are found mudstone and siltstone. field boundaries down the slope are on the
same line as the western curtain wall of the fortTowards the south-east of the fort a sandstone

outcrop is evident. The drift geology of glacial although those to the south of the south curtain
wall change orientation and run north-south.till is variable in depth, being almost down to

bedrock within the fort, but possibly of several Although interpretation is difficult, there
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appear to be very few buildings to the south of the west, as is usual with Hadrianic Wall forts,
those abutting the road leading from the west though this was not found by Birley.
gate and the west wall to the fort. The concentration of buildings immediately

The road leading west away from the fort is to the south of the fort is bounded by ditches to
not clear on the magnetometry survey (3). the east (10) and west (9) and by the Vallum to
However, it is prominent on the resistivity the south (11). The ditch to the west is partially
survey and the ditches to each side are clearly obscured by a ferrous water pipe running from
present (3). Three banks cut the road to the the well at the foot of the southern slope and a
west of the gate and are fully apparent on the water storage tank. The Vallum can be seen to
resistivity survey (4). These were noted by continue to the east of the west ditch and
Hodgson, who excavated the gate in 1833 and appears to have been built over. The ditches
stated that it ‘has a triple barrier of ditches and and Vallum suggest that the area of enclosedramparts of earth thrown up before the gate-

buildings, measuring c. 97m by 105m, wasway, which was probably closed as we found it,
clearly defined and did not develop amorph-when these ditches were formed’ (Hodgson
ically, and was treated as a defined area,1840, 187). It is probable that these banks were
effectively a possible annexe, attached to thethrown up as a late defensive feature to the
fort.fort. Both portals to the gate were blocked; one

Birley and Keeney (1935, 229) suggest thatshortly after the gate was built.
there was a road linking the Military WayThere is some evidence of possible stone
leading west from the fort and the settlement,buildings (5) lying immediately to the south of
to the south of the fort. They proposed thatthe road leading out of the west gate, and these
this road ran to the south of the fort and to thecan be seen on the resistivity survey. A linear

feature can be seen on the magnetometry survey west of the curtain wall connecting with the
running away from the gate at an angle of c. 45° road leading west. They suggest that a terrace
to the curtain wall in a north-westerly direction running around the south-west corner of the
(6). It is possible that this could be a water fort might represent this road. A curving linear
channel or aqueduct running through the west anomaly on the survey at the south-west corner
gate, as discussed by Smith (1968); alternat- which also runs to the south of the fort (12)
ively it may also represent a road running up to could represent a continuation of this road. A
the Wall. similar feature to the south-east corner may

The ditches to the west, south and east of the also represent the road (13). This could connect
fort were explored by Birley in 1932 (Birley et with the known road running to the south of
al 1933, 83–85). Surprisingly he found that the the south curtain wall (ibid., 226) and in
whole of the south side, and the east and west practical terms be a by-pass of the fort for east-sides of the fort as far north as the gates, were west through-traffic. Feature 4 (3 banks) is cutunprotected by ditches. Single ditches were

by another short curving anomaly on the linehowever, found on the west and east of the fort
of the west ditch close to the south fort wallto the north of the gates, that to the west having
(14).a berm of 12 feet (3.7m), with the ditch being

The road leading south through the defined25 feet (7.6m) wide. Both ditches were cut into
area (15) is on the same line as the viathe rock to a depth of 5 feet (1.5m). Some
principalis. However, as the east and westevidence of the west ditch (7) can be seen in the
ditches run more or less due north-south, theresistivity survey north of the road leading
road is consequently at an angle to them. Thefrom the west gate. The linear features in the
road running into the fort from the south-westsame area seen on the magnetometer survey (4)
at the south gate is clearly visible (16); this wascould represent upcast mounds. The features
clearly established within the defined area dur-would not appear to run up to the road, and it

is possible that there could be a second ditch to ing the 1930’s excavations (Birley and Keeney
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Fig. 2 Housesteads – grey scale magnetometry plot, with limited resistance survey (inset).
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1935, 227) and was thought to run to Vindol- 60m south of the curtain wall (23). The latter
building is tentatively identified as a bath-houseanda. A building can be seen to overlie this

road (17). with the more southern building being a pos-
sible latrine block. A similar arrangement ofThe area of the settlement itself was excav-

ated extensively and many substantial stone the buildings was seen to the south-east of the
fort at Halton Chesters (Taylor et al 2000, 40).buildings were seen flanking each side of the

road (Birley and Keeney 1935). In many It is known that a Hadrianic bath-house was
sited close to Knag Burn and that a later bath-instances the quality of the stone buildings was

‘above the general standard’ (Birley et al 1933, house was sited within the fort (Crow 1995,
42–3). The form of the building (21) with its88), the majority being typical of the standard

one might expect from the army for buildings large enclosed areas can be seen to mirror the
major adjacent spaces of a typical bath-house,in military occupancy. Building VII, about

halfway down the enclosed area, was described and its location on a main drain gives added
support for such a use. It is quite possible thatas being of massive masonry, measuring 6’ 0’’ x

2’ 6’’ x 2’ 0’’ (1.8 m x 800 mm x 600 mm). To it is representative of a later period when it was
decided to build a new facility in a morethe south of building VII the small area excav-

ated revealed buildings of very poor quality, convenient and secure position closer to the
fort. The main stone drain of the fort has beenbeing described as ‘nothing but hovels of the

poorest description’. The excavators state that: identified as running from the small angular
space between the latrine block and the angle‘These buildings together with certain pieces of

pottery, showing native characteristics, found tower (Birley et al 1933, pl. 111); evidence of
this drainage run can clearly be seen (24). Theon the site, definitely indicate a population

who, while living in a Roman settlement, must drain to building (21) is not on this run of
drainage possibly because the solid effluenthave largely retained their purely native charac-

ter’. It is possible to identify this approximate content of the drain (22) was not as great.
The series of inter-linked fields seen in thearea on the survey (18), although excavated

masonry tends to give a diminished response. west of the survey area is not prevalent to the
south of the fort, although one such field isThe area to the south of this and also to the

south-west, is much less regularly laid out, and present south of the south-east corner of the
fort (25). The evidence for the terraces iscould contain more of the poor quality build-

ings. Many large prominent buildings can be strongly defined as linear features running east-
west (26). South of the Vallum, pronouncedseen within the enclosure and may represent

military influence (i.e. 19A, B & C ), in view of linear features can be seen running north-south
(27) and this is indicative of ridge and furrowtheir size and location. A possible drain runs

north-south to the east of the main north-south which is present in the deeper soils at the foot
of the slope. Many of these terraces and fieldroad (20).

Although the area enclosed by the Vallum dykes show inclusion of igneous rock, some
taking obvious advantage of the excavationand east and west ditches contains most of the

buildings, there are at least two placed south of debris from the fort and ditches.
The line of the road running to the south ofthe line of the Vallum to the west of the road

leading from the south gate. To the east of the the settlement across the Vallum is not clear, as
the southern portion of the survey almosteast ditch, and some 20m to the south of the

curtain wall, is a very large building with a certainly does not include the road. It is prob-
able that the road continues approximately incentral space c. 8 m by 10 m (21). To the south

and east of this can be seen additional elements a straight line, and therefore was not picked up
by the survey. Bosanquet (1904, 205) excavatedof the same building. A drain (22), seen as a

strong negative anomaly, runs from the west of a trial trench to the north of the boundary wall
which was to the south of the survey area. Hethe latrine block to the south-east of the fort

through the building to a further building some found ‘the level bottom between the field-wall
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Fig. 3 Housesteads – magnetic anomaly plan with limited resistance survey (inset).
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to the south of them to be full of Roman The positions of the temples and cemeteries
remains, walls, pottery, and even leather and fall into two groups; one close to Chapel Hill
woodwork, well preserved in the deep wet and the other adjacent to Knag Burn (Birley
peat’. It is almost certain that there was a vicus and Keeney 1935, 230). Both cemeteries and
in this area, although the survey and archaeolo- temples appear to be closely related to each
gical record is inconclusive. A series of linked other and are sited some distance from the
small rectangular enclosures (28), to the south- roads on the limits of the overall settlement.
west of the survey, could possibly be represent- Again, the location of these features may be
ative of this area of the settlement. considered to reflect the influence of the army.

The path up from the field boundary to the Birley and Keeney (1935, 236–40) point out
south of the fort is clearly shown on the survey the regularity of the planning of the enclosed
(29). It can be seen that it cuts the south-west vicus. They emphasise ‘the orderly arrangement
corner of the enclosed settlement and overlies of street planning conformable to the normal
the deposits of the clearly defined buildings. layout of a Roman town’. However, they do

draw attention to the area west of the road
where buildings were set out without any
definitive planning. They are of the opinion

DISCUSSION that the vicus was occupied by the civil popula-
tion, though suggest that buildings V and VII

The results of the geophysical survey to the due to their better construction may reflect
south and west of the site are surprising in that official use (Birley and Keeney 1935, 253–5).
the known vicus immediately to the south of The differing quality of the buildings and layout
the fort is clearly shown to be contained by within the defined area implies a military influ-
ditches to the east and west, and the Vallum to ence rather than the sole actions of civilians.the south. In addition, there is little evidence of The overall form of the enclosed vicus can beother buildings apart from those alongside the contrasted with the settlement to the east of thewest road and possibly to the south of the

fort of Birdoswald, which shows no evidence ofsurvey area. The large building (21) to the east
a considered layout (Biggins and Taylor 1999).of the settlement is tentatively identified as a

The line of the footpath to the south of thebath-house, although how the water supply
site is clearly shown on the survey. As it crosseswas provided is problematical. It is possible
the south-west corner of the vicus, it is possiblethat there were springs on the hillside as some
that damage to the archaeological deposits hasvery wet patches of ground were seen during
already taken place. There is certainly a risk ofthe survey, especially to the west of the fort.
further damage to the deposits in the future.Alternatively water could have been supplied

by an aqueduct, as an arrangement such as this
would have been required to supply water to
the late bath-house at the east end of building
XV.
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APPENDIX: GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY nature of the magnetometry responses. Super-
ficially the banks and dykes of the system ofMETHODS
small fields to the west of the fort give a
response similar to ditches, but of greaterThe survey was conducted in March 2003
magnitude. The use of resistivity was able toduring a period of wet, cold weather conditions.
differentiate between these two effects. Com-A Leica TC403L EDM was used to set out 30m
plex relationships between archaeologicalgrids, and the grids and other relevant mapping
structures can be highlighted when magneto-features were recorded. The grids were set out
meter data is supplemented by resistivityusing a station point located close to the
results. It must be stressed that geophysicalmuseum with the northern enclosure fence as a
survey techniques cannot normally distinguishbaseline, with a total area surveyed of nomin-
between the different phases of archaeologicalally 7.1 hectares. The digital mapping of the
deposits, and can only provide a compositesite was provided in a DXF format, and this
image of all the features within an instrument’swas superimposed upon an O.S. digital map.
operating depth.The map data acquired during the survey

appeared to show slight positional differences
when compared to O.S. map data. This is not
uncommon and it was evident that the O.S. BIBLIOGRAPHY
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